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CRJTICALITY CALCULATIONS AND CRITICALITY
MONITORING STUDIES OF THE SLAGGING

PYROLYSIS INCINERATOR FACILITY

by

D. A. Close, T. E. Booth, and J. T. Caldwell

ABSTRACT

We determined that the criticality hazard associated with the Slagging Pyrolysis
Incinerator (SPI) Facility proposed by Idaho National Engineering Laboratory would
be minimal if a three-level criticality-hazard prevention program were implemented. The
first strategy consists of screening all incoming wastes for fissile content An estimate of
the average fissile content of wastes to be processed by the SPI Facility is <l g fissile per
50 kg waste. Monte Carlo calculations indicate that under normal operating conditions
this average fissile concentration poses no criticality hazard. A fissile concentration in
the SPI Facility ten times this average value is required to produce k of about 0.4. Large
lumps are not allowed to enter the system, which effectively prevents a rapidly
developing criticality hazard. Suitable instrumentation to easily and reliably accomplish
this screening/assay is currently under development at both EG&G, Inc. and Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

The second prevention level is provided by introducing a small concentration of a
neutron-absorbing compound, such as B2O,, into the input waste stream. Our Monte
Carlo calculations showed, for instance, that including only 1.0 x 10 2 wt fraction of
B,O, reduces the criticality hazard to a negligible level.

Example: For 9.3 kg '"Pu in the drying region without B,O,, k = 0.99. For the same
9.3 kg of ! "Pu in the drying region with 1.0 x 10 2 wt fraction of B2O,
added, k = 0.24.

The third prevention level is provided by direct criticality-hazard monitoring using
sensitive neutron detectors in all regions of the facility where a significant hazard has
been identified—principally the drying, pyrolysis, and slag regions. These detectors can
be operated in a passive mode or can be used with a pulsed external neutron source to
obtain a direct measure of k. These neutron detectors have been used in other
applications to measure k in the range 0.05 to 0.10. They can also be used to determine
an approximate value of the total fissile mass in the SPI Facility. On the basis of this
data, the facility could be shut down rapidly for cleanout if these measurements indicate
an unsafe condition is developing. The criticality safety provided by the product of these
three independent measures should reduce the hazard to a negligible level. We
recommend that they be implemented in the SPI Facility. A detailed fault tree statistical
analysis should be done to quantify the safety factors associated with each of the three
levels of this criticality hazard prevention program. Such an analysis is beyond the
scope of this report.



INTRODUCTION

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) study
of the proposed Slagging Pyrolysis Incinerator (SPJ)
Facility for criticality hazard and for appropriate
criticality monitoring was initiated at the request of
EG&G. Inc.. Idaho Falls, Idaho. L'ASL agreed to
independently study the problem of criticality hazard in
the SPI Facility and to recommend, on the basis of this
study, appropriate criticality monitoring instrumentation
and/or procedures to minimize or lessen potential
criticality hazards.

Specific analyses for this study included the following.
I. A Monte Carlo neutron study was performed to (1)

examine the effects of neutron poisoning and various
typical matrix materials on criticaiity, as well as their
effects on possible critieality-monitoring systems; (2)
identify areas of the SPI Facility where criticality
hazards exist: and (3) quantify the hazards as much as
possible. Specifically, we addressed the problems as-
sociated with piutonium lumps being processed through
the system and quantified the criticality hazards as-
sociated with plating out of piutonium in various regions.

II. A study of direct criticality monitoring techniques
and equipment included both active and passive neu
tron based methods, with a limited number of experimen
tal measurements on multiplying systems. Recommenda
tions of the appropriate techmque(s) with estimates of
needed development and associated costs were included.

III. The general problem of distinguishing between
fissile and fertile materials in waste both before and after
slagging was studied.

IV. Methods for assaying product slag in
91.44 cm '3f> in. I diam x 3O.4S cm (12 in. ) thick ingots
A'ere studied.

I. MONTE CARLO NEUTRON CALCULATIONS
OF THE CRITICALITY HAZARD IN THE SPI
FACILITY

A. Section Summary

Monte Carlo calculations were performed to de
termine critical piutonium concentrations i.' various
regions of the proposed SPI Facility. The incinerator was
divided into three piutonium containing regions: the
drying, pyrolysis. and slag regions. Calculations in-
dicated that these regions are only weakly coupled

neutronically: that is, when each region by itself is close
to critical, the whole incinerator remains close to critical.
The critical piutonium weight fractions for the drying,
pyrolysis. and slag forming regions are 3.0 x 10 '. 2.6 x
10 '. and 2.0 x 10 :. respectively. These weight fractions
translate into '"'Pu critical masses of 9.3. 28.7. and 271
kg. respectively In other words, the minimum critical
mass of :"'Pu for the SPI Facility as a whole is 9.3 kg if
the entire 4.3 kg is placed within the drying region.

Under some operating conditions, fissile material
build-up within the SPI Facility is possible. In this
situation, a eriticality hazard could potentially develop
even though onlv average fissile content waste was being
processed. A strategy to lessen this hazard is to mix a
small amount of neutron absorbing material into the
waste. Calculations indicated, for example, that 1.0 x
10 ; wt fraction of B,O, mixed with the waste greatly
reduces the criticality hazard associated with any given
fissile inventory. This fraction of B,O, uniformly mixed
with an otherwise critical concentration of piutonium in
the drying region reduces k to about 0.24. a reasonably
safe value. In fact, a similar strategy is used rou'ineK to
prevent critieahty hazards in fissile containing solutions.
Here neutron absorption is provided by placing
borosiheate glass "raschig" rings within the solution.'

Such dramatic effects might not be obtained under all
conditions with Lit x 10 "' wt fraction of B.O.: h ?we\er.
it is clear that this simple procedure produces a highly
cost effective reduction in overall criticality hazard. In
contrast, designing boron snio the gasifier structure iueii
does not have a iarge effect on criticaiity. CaLu
lationally. k of the hearth region drops from 1.00 to 0.76
when the firebrick is totally replaced with natural
elemental boron.

Calculations indicated that fissile lumps (ad-"ii:'iis
tratively defined as single inclusions of >200 g fissile)
can produce a rapidly developing criticaht) hazard. A
single 20(i g lump of high density '"*PuO, can result in k
of 0.21. whereas the same : i"PuO. mass spread uniform
ly throughout the drying region produces k about 0.05.
Fissile lumps should mu be processed in the SPI Facility
because they could conceivably lead to a r.:piJ!> de
1 eloping criticality ha/ard.

B. Introduction

An SPI l-.ii.iii;> h;is been p r o p o s e d h \ the ida lu i

National F.ngmecring Laboratory (IN1-.L) for processing
their stored transuranic (TRU) wasic. Figure 1 is a
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fig 1.
Calculational geometry of the SP1. showing ihe >/ plane at x

0. Shown are the drying, pyrolysis. and slag regions. Die
slag region is composed of two smaller regions the hearth
region and the slag tap and holding tank.

simplified drawing of the incinerator that is used for
calculationa! purposes. The plutonium contaminated
wastes enter the incinerator in the drying region, pass
through Ihe pyrolysis region, and then enter the slag
region where the wastes are heated to a molten mass.
This incinerator model was studied for criticality haz
ards.

These extensive Monte Carlo calculations used
LASL's Monte Carlo code for neutron anu photon
transport (MCNP).; Specifically. MCNP was used
to calculate k of the incinerator. The k of a system is
defined as the multiplication factor of the system. The
different regions of the incinerator—drying, pyrolysis.
and slag—were studied individually and as a total
system. The k of each of the three regions was calculated
as a function of the :l"Pu concentration. As discussed
below, the drying region of the incinerator has the lowest
critical mass of ;wPu of the three regions. For this
region, the effect of neutron poisons, namely boron in the
form B,O,. on k of this region was studied. Another
specialized case studied was the build up of a layer of
: 'gPuO, on the walls of the drying and pyrolysis regions.
The input material to the SPI Facility even after

screening could conceivably contain 200 g lumps of
"PuO. . The effect of such a lump of -'"PuO, in the
drying region on k of the region was calculated also.

Pan of our analysis of the SPI Facility included
possible methods for monitoring the neutron activity in
the incinerator. Additional neutronic calculations mod
eled neutron detectors surrounding the incinerator to
determine the effect of increased moderation resulting
from ihe neutron detectors.

Initial parameter studies indicated the SPI Facility had
a positive temperature coefficient: k increases as the
temperature increases. The final series of calculations for
the incinerator determined the variation of k on the
lempcruiure <>l the drying region, a not tnsigntricuni
ell eel.

Three secondary structures associated with the SPI
facility were also studied. These were the secondary
combust,on chamber, slag tap. and holding tank; the
tundish. and the off gas collection hopper.

All calculations were performed assuming plutonium
to be the fissile material. This is justified because the
."nticipated amount of highly enriched uranium to be
processed by the SPI Facility is a small fraction of the
anticipated amount of plutonium to be processed. All
other parameters being equal, the critical mass, concen
traiion. or volume of •'"'Pu is less than or equal to that
tor ""••' I . I hus. results obluned f.ir plutomum trans
late into corresponding conser\ alive : "L or ;"L' results.

C. Brief Code Description

The general purpose MCNP"' code can be used for
neutron, photon, or coupled neutron photon transport,
which includes the capability to calculate eigenvalues of
critical systems. The code treats an arbitrary
three dimensional configuration of materials in geometric
cells that can be specified by first and second degree
surlaces and some special fourth degree surfaces (ellip
tical ton).

Pointw ise cross section data are used. For neutrons,
all reactions given in a particular cross section eval
uation (such as F.NDF B IV) are accounted for. Thermal
neutrons are described by both the free gas and S(a,P)
models. For photons, the code takes account of in-
coherent and coherent scattering, the possibility of
fluorescent emission following photoelectnc absorption,
and absorption in pair production with local emission of
annihilation radiation.



Standard features that are available to improve com
putation efficiency include geometry splitting and Rus-
sian roulette, weight cutoff with Russian roulette, cor
related sampling, analog capture or capture by weight
reduction, exponential transformation, energy splitting,
forced collisions in designated cells, flux estimates at
point or ring detectors, deterministically transporting
pseudo particles to designated regions, track length esti
mators, source biasing, and several parameter cutoffs.

F.xtensive summary information is provided in the
computer listing to help the user better understand the
physics and Monte Carlo simulation of his problem. The
standard, user defined output of MCNP includes
two way current as a function of direction across any set
of surfaces or surface segments in the problem. Flux
across any set of surfaces or surface segments is
computed. Similarly, the flux at designated detectors and
the average flux in any cell (track length per unit volume)
are standard tallies. Reactions such as fission, tritium
production, lbsorption. or any product of the flux times
any standard F.NDF reaction cross section plus several
nonstandard ones may be obtained in any cell, at a
surface, or at a point. The heating tallies give the energy
deposition in designated cells. Ir> addition, particles may
be (lagged when they cross specified surfaces or enter
designated cells, and the contributions of these flagged
particles to the tallies are listed separately. The user is
allowed to modify any of the standard tallies almost at
will. All quantities tallied also have their relative errors
calculated. All tallies are a function of time and energy as
defined by the jser.

MCNP has the capability to calculate eigenvalues for
both sub and supercritical systems. The calculation is
run as a series of generations of neutrons. At the end of
each generation, k^ is calculated for that generation as
well as averaged over a specified number of preceding
generations. The source for the first generation is usually
defined by the user at a set of spatial points in the
system. The neutrons are then started isotropically at
these points with an energy sampled from standard
fission distributions.

The cross sections used were taken from several
sources. If an ENDF/B cross section file was available
for the isotope of interest, it was chosen as the preferred
cross section. Some of the ENDF/B cross section files
were version III and some were version IV. Alterative
cross section files were taken as needed from
LLL Howerton.

D. Material Compositions and Region Temperatures

Table- I VI list the elemental compositions of the
materials in the different regions of the incinerator and
the secondary structures. All elemental compositions are
given as weight percentages. The elemental composition
of the material in the drying region' is listed in Table I.
The density of this material is 0.706 g, cm'. The material
in the pyrolysis region1 has a density of 1.76 g cm', and
its elemental composition is presented in Table II. The
slag material is common to the slag region (hearth, slag
tap. and holding tank) of the incinerator: the secondary
combustion chamber, slag tap. and holding tank; and the
tundish. The slag has a density of 2.8!' g cm1, and its
elemental composition' is given in Table III. A large
fraction of the external surface area of the slag forming
region in the incinerator is surrounded by firebrick
There is also firebrick surrounding the s!;:g in :h.e
secondary combustion chamber, slag tap. and holding
tank, and in the lundish. The elemental composition of
the firebrick.' which has a density o( 2. "0 g cm", is hsu.i.
in Table IV. The composition of type 316 stainless steel
on the outside ol the tundish and surrounding the off ga.s
collection hopper is' presented in Table V. The elemental
composition of the material in the off gas collection
hopper1 is given in Table VI. One of the compound' in
this material «;is a trace metal oxide, which we assumed
to be stainless steel, knowing plutonlum contaminated
stainless steel would be part of the feed material for the
SP1 facility.

None of the above tables indicates ihe presence o!
plutonium. The plutonium concentration, expressed as a
weight percentage, was a variable, and different, amounts
were added to the drying, pyrolysis. slag, and off gas
collection materials.

Kxcept for the stainless steel, none of the material
compositions adds to 100%. This is because the informs
tion provided us did not add to 100% and becaust the
plutonium concentration is not included in the tables

Another parameter needed by MCNP is the iei'i
pcrature of each material and region. At elevated tern
'leratures. neutron resonances become wider because of
Doppler broadening effects. Such an effect changes ;he
neutron interaction cross section. Because of relatively
high temperatures in the slag and the firebrick, it was
deemed advisable to use appropriate temperatures. The
temperatures provided by INEL4 lor the different regions
of the incinerator and for the secondary structures are
presented in Table VII.



TABLE I TABLE III

DRYING REGION MATERIAL
ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION" h

Element

H

C
O
Na
Al
Si
S
Ca

Fe

'Dcnsitv 0."!0h ii cm
Rcl. 1.

TABLF II

Weighl Percent

4.99

25.10

48.54
0.57

1.62

8.15
0.80
2.02
6.86

98.65

PYROLYSIS REGION MATERIAL
ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION"h

Element

H

C

O

Na

Mg

Al

Si
K
Ca

Ti

Mn

Fe

'Densitv
"Ref. 3.'

Weight Percent

3.53
1.41

42.30

1.41

1.06

4.23

21.20

1.41

5.29

0.03
0.46

17.60

99.93

1.76 g/cm'

SLAG REGION;
SECONDARY COMBUSTION CHAMBER.

SLAG TAP, AND HOLDING TANK;
AND TUNDISH MATERIAL

ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION" b

Element Weight Percent

Si

K

( ;i

\1n

lc

1.30
45.80

1.41
1.04

4.12

21.10
1.32
5.20
0.50

I 7.90

99.69

2 H(l u cm
•Ri-I

I \B I I IV

I IK I-BRK K 1 I 1MI N I Al COMPOSITION"

I Icmcnt Weight Percent

Nil

Mg

• \ l

Si

(a
l i
If

"Rt-r. .1.

49.70

0.74

0.60

20.10

26.30

0.71

I 20

0.71

100.06

g/cm'



TABLE V TABLE VII

TYPE 316 STAINLESS STEEL
ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION"

TEMPERATURE OF REGIONS
OF INCINERATOR"

Element Weight Percent Temperature

Cr
Fe
Ni

'Densiiv K.02 g. cm

18.5
68.5
13.0

100.0

TABLE VI

OFF GAS COLLECTION HOPPER MATERIAL
ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION" "

Region

Drying
Pyrolysis

Slag
Firebrick

Water Jacket

Tundish

Secondarv Combus t ion
Chamber

OfTGas Collection Hopper

Rcl 4.

1000
1000

1482

1260

66

1482

1482
149

Element Weight Percent

c
o
Na

Mg

Al

Si

S

Cl

K

Ca
Cr

Fe

Ni

Dcnsit)
Ret 4

1.28 gem'

1.25
37.56

15.51

0.36

3.23

21.32

1.42

13.41

0.58
1.43

0.55
3.01

0.28

99.91

E. Incinerator Geometry

Figure I is a view of the incinerator' as modeled tor
the MCNP crilicality calculations. Labeled are the
drying, pyrolysis. and slag regions. The slag region
includes the hearth region and the slag tap and holdmg
tank. The hearth region contains the burners and is
almost totally surrounded by firebrick. The area between
the hearth and the pyrolysis regions is filled with

c a r b o n a c e o u s char hav ing a densitv of 2. I g. en I hi--.

is a " f'2 e n (.' in i thick wa te r j acke t sur rour .d i r i i ;nc

dr> ing a n d p v r o K s i s r eg ions . T h e slag l a p a n d holding

tank area is s u r r o u n d e d bv a 5 OH cm . 2 in i t lvck :>:ver

o! firebrick a n d a 2.54 c m ( 1 in. I thick wa te r jaiAc1 I he

drv ing region is a c> linder h a v i n g a r ad ius o! "."• M> cm

! 2l* in '. . IIH! a heigh: o( 2 5 6 . 5 4 cm i ! 1 1 ! 1:1 ' 1 he

i\hndriv.'.ii p> rolv sis region h a s a rad ius o! ". ' fi^ .. m : - ' •

in I and a height ot 3hS 30 cm ( 145 in I The s ia^ :;•:' a-vi

holding ' a n k area has a r ad iu s of 60.V^> cm i24 :n , a r v .,

height ol 2t-~ fi4 c m ( H'5 3 " in. I. O t h e r d i m e n s i o n - car.

he o b t a i n e d t r o m ihe sca le ind ica ted on the figure \

c o m p l e t e descr ip t ion ot the georveirv is p resen ted in 'he

Append ix

Cr i t i cah tv ^a lcu lanor i s a re usuallv p e r l o r m e d UMIII; ..

greallv s impul ied g e o m e t r \ . r ep lac ing c o m p l i c a t e d -lr..*

l u r e - with m u c h s impler . cn t i ca lK c o n s e r v a t i v e app-ro\

i m a t i o n s I his a p p r o a c h w a s not used in this ,inal>si>

An a c c u r a t e geomet r i ca l mode l w a s used tor ;he ent i re

SPI i a c i h t v This ana lys i s should m o r e a c c u r a t e U

predict the ne i i l ronic b e h a v i o r of the facihtv a- v a r i o . -

neu t ron ic p v t u r h a t i o n s a re appl ied to the i n c i n e r a t o r it

mus t he e m p h a s i z e d tha t this is a verv c o m p l i c a t e d

g e o m e t r v for M C N P c a l c u l a t i o n s . C o n s i d e r a b l e

c o m p u t e r t ime is requi red to ob ta in a c o n v e r g e d sou rce

for k ca l cu la t ions W e feel that the 10 to i5 min

ca l cu l a t i on - J o n e for this s tud> . resul t ing in a 2°c - id dev

on k. are s j p i c i e n t to allow w o r k to p r o c e e d on the SPI

Facility H o w e v e r , several 1 t o 2 h c a l c u l a t i o n s shou ld

be d o n e when the p lans are c o m p l e t e to o b t a i n a bet ter
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\ Results

1 he rc-Miltv DI the M ( A P K t;ili;ulatu>ns are presented

in I able \ I I I I nless noted dtheruise. all cakulations

aere made !or 'Pu Al l k values have a 20/o std de\

associated with them. Cases I 5 give the variation of k

with pluturmim cuncentratinn in the dr\ ing region ot the

incinerator I he calculation in Case 5 was made using

weapons grade plutonium i44°'o " ' "Pu. h0/o " P u l in the

drung region. I l v variation ot k with the plutonium

concentration in the p\ro| \s is region is gi\en in Cases

fi v. Studies ol the shig region, slag tap and holding tank.

M\S h ta i i h rcgivvn :vm summarized in Cases 10 20.

Included in these slag region studies are the effects of

^ hanging llie evtern.il neutron moderators. Case 2 1 had

critical concentrations ol • '"Pu e\ervuhere.

Some cakulat ions were made to studs the eflects ol

adding neutron absorbing material to the feed mixture on

the critical concentrations of • '"Pu. These studies were

done onlv for the most cnticalK sensitive region, the

drving region, and are summarized in Cases 22 and 2.v

The efleet ol external neutron moderators on the neu

ironies of the drvmg region is listed in Cases 24 and 25.

Case 2d indicates what happens to k when the amount of

water in the drving region is increased from 25 to 37.5

wt°'o. keeping the weight traction ot '"Pu constant.

A potential nonstandard operating situation is the

build up ot a laver ol p l u u v i u m on the inside surface of

ihe drwng and p>rol\sis regions. A very conservative

estimate was made assuming this layer to be ; " *PuO, of

dcr>sn> I I . ? g em' . The resulls of the calculations for a

layer of ' ' PuO , are presented in Cases 27 29.



The feed material for the SPI Facility could contain

lumps of plutonium having a mass up to 200 g. The

effects of a 200-g lump of : l v P u 0 , (p = I 1.5 g/cm'| on k

of the drying region are presented in Cases 30 and 3 I.

Calculations indicated that k is sensitive to the tem-

perature of the region. Cases 32-36 summarize the

variation of k with the temperature of the drying region.

The last five entries in Table V I I I . Cases 37-41. are

the results of calculations on the off-gas collection

hopper (Case 37). the tundish (Case 38). and the

secondary combustion chamber, slag tap. and holding

ta.ik (Cases 39 41).

G. Discussion of Incinerator Results

F-'igure 2 shows the variation of k with : ' vPu concen

[ration in the drying region of the incinerator. The drying

region has a critical 211|Pu concentration of 3.0 x 10 ' wt

fraction. This is equivalent to a mass of 9.3 kg 2"Pu.

When the plutomum concentration decreases by a factor

of 2. k of the system drops to 0.74. Another decrease by

a factor of 2 in the plutonium concentration decreases k

to 0.49.

Because the drying regior lias the lowest critical : " P u

ma>s. this region was used to study matrix effects. The

SPI Facility will be processing stored wastes that are

contaminated mainly with weapons grade plutonium.

Consequently, a calculation was made to determine the

effect of 6% :4"Pu. The result of this calculation is shown

in Fig. 2. detailing the variation of k in the diving region

with plutonium concentration. This calculation assumed

a critical concentration of plutonium, 3.0 x 10 ' wl

fraction. Weapons grade plulonium lowers k of the

drying region b> abo.'t 3%. Plutonium 240 has a fission

threshold of about I MeV: thermal neutrons can fission

WEIGHT FRACTION " * » u IH DftVMfG REGIOM

Fig. 2.

Variation of k for the drying region with the weight fraction of

" 'Pu in the drying region. • = " * P u ; A - 94% ! " P u , 6%

*"Pu. The size of the data points includes the 2 % sld dev on

(he calculations. The curve merely serves to guide the eye.

: l"Pu. The drying region is 5 wt% hydrogen or 45%

atom fraction hydrogen. Thus the drying region is

heavily moderated, and the neutrons rapidly lose energy.

Neutrons are not able to fission :40Pu and there is less
2'"Pu in the regior. Consequently, k of the region

decreases.

Another matrix study increased the amount of water

in the drying region. One class of stored wastes is sludge

drums containing a large amount of water. The effect of

additional water on k of the drying region needed to be

quantified. The drying region is noimally 25 wt°'o water.

The amount of water in the drying region was arbitrarily

increased by 50% to a total value of 37.5 wt%. The k of

the drying region under this situation is 0.9?. The

increase in water did not substantial!) change k of the

region. (The difference is within the standard deviation

on the MCNP calculations.) The initial hydrogen density

in the drying region thermalizes most of the fast fusion

neutrons. Adding hydrogen does no; produce anv suh

stantial additional thermalization.

The effect of adding neutron absorbers on k of ihe

drying region was another matrix study. Varying

amounts of B,O, (natural isotopic composition) were

added to the material in the drying region. For this series

of calculations, the ; ' "Pu concentration in the drying

region was held fixed a! the critical concentration. 3.0

x 10 ' wt fraction. Figure 3 summarizes the effect o(

adding B,O, to the material in the drying region. A 1.0

x 10 ' wt fraction of B,O, reduces k from 0.99 to 0."!

A 1.0 x 10 : wt fraction of B :O, reduces k to 0.24. A

small amount of natural boron added to the feed material

appears to be a very effective technique for controlling

the criticahty of the SPI Facility. When a i.O x 10 ' wt

WEIGHT FRACTION S J O J IN DRYING REGION

Fig. .1.

EfTecI of adding B,O, to (he drying region on k of (he drying

region. The size of the da(a poims includes ihe 2% s(d dev on

the calculations. The curve merely serves to guide the eye.



traction of B.O, is in the feed mixture, the r-eutron
spectrum that would be incident on a detector is
somewhat harder, and there are about 15% fewer
neutron.-, emerging from the drying region. For heavily
moderated 'He tubes, the boron will probabiy cause
about a I5°'o change in the expected signal.

The feed material for the drying region could cr <ain
lumps of plutonium. The maximum permissible loading
of plutonium in a 208 t (55 gal.) drum is 200 g. A
cnticalh conservative approach for these studies con
Mdured a 200 g spherical lump of ; " P u 0 ; with the
theoretical density of 1 1.5 g,cm'. Such a sphere of
"PuO, has a radius of 1.61 cm. The size of this sphere

is M-r\ small compared 10 the volume of the drying
region of the SHI Facility. For MCNP to adequate
1_\ sample this small volume of : '"PuO,. special im
portance sampling techniques were used. Two calcu
l.itmns were performed on the lump of ;"*PuO,. One
calculation assumed the lump was in the drying region;
the region had a critical ;'"Pu concentration of 3.0
\ 10 ' ut traction. Without the lump, k of the region is
(i.l)s»: with 'he 200 g lump of '"'PuO,. k of the region is
0.9S. No effect outside the 2% std dev on the calcu
laiion* uas observed. The other calculation on the 200-g
lump ol "PuO, assumed there was no other ; "Pu in the
•frying region. This situation has k - 0.21. Additional
cnticahts calculations must be performed if lumps of
Plutonium haung a mass larger than 200 g are to be
allowed in the feed material.

I he use of an external neutron absorber to control the
(.ruicalitv was studied by replacing the water in the water
lacket surrounding the drying region with natural boron.
A critical :'''Pu concentration of 3.0 x 10 ' wt fraction
was in the region. Using external means to control
criticahty is \cry ineffective. The boron reduced k of the
-.> stem from 0.99 to 0.96. not a statistically significant
change

The effect external neutron detectors would have on
the neutromes of the SPI Facility was studied also. The
assumpuon was made that thermal neutron detectors
would be used to monitor eriticality. Thus there would be
slabs of polyethylene or other efficient neutron mod-
erators surrounding the incinerator. These external mod-
erators were modeled by increasing the density of the
water in the water jackets. No attempt was made to take
into aeroum that neutrons would be absorbed in the
detectors. This is a conservative approach. Increasing
the density of water in the water jacket surrounding the
drying region changed k for this region from 0.99 to
1.01. This change is not statistically significant.

O 1 O i l O " 1 2O«IO 3 30 *10 3
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Fig. 4.

Variation of k for the pyrolysis region with the weight fraction

of ' P u in the pyrolysis region. The size of the data points

includes the 2% std dev on the calculations. The curve merely

serves to guide the eye.

The variation of k with : wPu concentration in the
pyrolysis region is shown in Fig. 4. The pyrolysis regio-i
has a critical ''"Pu concentration of 2.6 x 10 ' wt
fraction. This is equivalent to a mass of" 28.7 kg ;-'{'Pu. A
decrease by a factor of 2 in the ;<<lPu concentration
reduces k to 0.74. Another decrease by a factor of 2 in
the ; wPu concentration further reduces k to 0 47. This is
the same relative behavior as observed in the drying
region.

A conservative approximation was maae of the effect
of plutonium build up on the inside surfaces of the drying
and pyrolysis regions on k of the system This is an
abnormal operating condition. The layer of plutonmm
was : '"PuO, (theoretical density p =11.5 gem') . Any
actual layer of : '"PuO, on the inside surfaces would
probably have a density closer to 2.0 g/'cm\ The plating
of plutonium on the inside surfaces of the incinerator
does not create a criticality hazard per se. Our calcu
lauons indicate that a large mass of plutonium (10's of
kg) plated on the inside surfaces is required to crtate a
significant criticality hazard. Build ups of this magnitude
would be detected by the neutron detectors surrounding
the incinerator long before any hazard develops. The real
criticality hazard is the potential of this layer of
plutonium breaking up and falling down into the in-
cinerator. Nine kilograms of plutonium uniformly dis-
tributed in the drying region is critical. Using the neutron
detectors discussed below. 9 kg can be detected on the
walls of the incinerator. Assuming a safe operating
condition of k = 0.20. 800 g can be plated on the walls,
and a criticality hazard will not develop if that quantity
falls into the incinerator, even if all the material coalesces
into one lump.
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Fig. 5.
Dependence of k on the weight fraction of IIVPu in the slag

region. The size of the data points includes the 2% std dev on

the calculations. The curve merely serves to guide (he eye. • =

' "Pu in the total slag region. For the critical concentration 2.0

x 10 •' wt fraction, k was calculated for !1"Pu only in the

hearth region ((!) and for ; w Pu only in the hearth region with

the firebrick surrounding the hearth replaced with 100%

natural boron {A).

Figure 5 shows the variation of k with 2>9Pu concen-
tration in the slag region. The slag region has a ciitical
'"'Pu concentration of 2.0 .x 10 2 wt fraction. This '•=
equivalent to a mass of 271 kg "vPu. For the slag region,
a decrease by a factor of 4 in the "''Pu concentratio'.
reduces k to 0.77. A further decrease by a factor of 2.5 in
the ; lgPu concentration reduces k to 0.57. Thus the slag
region is not as sensitive to changes in ?"Pu concentra-
tion as are the drying and pyrolysis regions. However, it
is expected that the 1.0 x 10~2 wt fraction of B2O,
placed in the slag region will make a similar reduction in
k as it did in the drying region. For these calculations of
k, total blockage to the level of the burners was assumed.
The critical mass of the slag region is so large mainly
because of the slag tap and holding tank. Blueprints o!
the slag tap and holding tank had a dimension labeled
"as required," which was assumed to be 85 cm.

Several studies for the slag region were made because
sampling problems were observed when the entire region
was treated as a whole. Subsequent calculations were
made only on the hearth region and only on the slag tap
and holding tank area. (See Fig. 1 for a definition of
these regions.) Figure 5 compares the results for the
hearth region with those for the total slag region. The
comparison is for a singJe J31)Pu concentration, 2.0 x 10~2

wt fraction. This weight fraction is critical for the total
slag region, and there is no difference in k for the hearth
region and the total slag region. The hearth region has a
critical mass of about 80 kg " 'Pu. When the firebrick is
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Fig. 6.

Dependence of k on thi weight fraction of :'*Pu in ihe slag

region. The size of the data points includes the 2% std dev on

the calculations. The curve merely serves to guide the eye. • -
luPu in the (otal slag region. Additional calculations were

made for the critical concentration 2.0 x 10 ; wt fraction. The

• gives k for '"'Pu only in the slag tap The A gives k when

(here is only " lyPu in (he slag (ap, and the density of water in

the water jacket surrounding (he slag tap has been increased

by a factor of 5. The • gives k for :NPu only in the slag tup

when the density of the firebrick surrounding the slag tap has

been increased by a factor of 10.

replaced totally with natural boron, k of the hearth

a ,::-̂ n drops significantly to 0.76.
The comparison between the total slag region and the

slag tap and holding tank only is shown in Fig. 6. When
a 2.0 x 10 : wt fraction of w P u is present only in the
slag tap and holding tank, k cf the incinerator is 0.86.
For this same concentration in the total slag region,
k = 0.99. Thus k of the total siag region is effectively k
of the hearth region which is the most reactive region. To
a certain extent, the hearth region is neutronically
isolated from the slag tap auJ holding tank. This is
partially due to a feature of the calculational model. The
blueprints of the slag tap region had a dimension "as
required." As this dimension is increased, the two regions
of the slag become more isolated.

The k of the slag tap and holding tank is lower
because of the absence of adequate neutron moderators
surrounding the slag tap and holding tank. They are
surrounded by only 5.08-cm-(2-in.-) thick firebrick and a
2.54-cm-(l-in.) water jacket. When the density of the
water in the water jacket surrounding the slag tap and
holding tank is artificially increased fivefold, k increases
to 0.96. This effect increases the neutron moderation
near the surface of the slag tap and holding tank and
increases the number of fissions near the surface.
Artificially increasing the density of the water also
simulates the effect of a thermal neutron detector.

1 0



heavily moderated with water or polyethylene, used to
monitor activity in the slag tap and holding tank region.

The effect of external neutron moderators was estab-
lished also by artificially increasing the density of the
firebrick surrounding the slag tap and holding tank. A
tenfold increase in the firebrick density increases k to
1.04. The effect of external moderators around the slag
tap and holding tank is so noticeable because the slag
does not have any efficient neutron moderators in it. The
interior of the slag tap and holding tank appears to be an
infinite medium, but the outer few centimeters of the slag
tap and holding tank are easily influenced by external
moderators.

After the critical ! ' P u concentration of each region
was determined, a calculation was made on the entire
incinerator with each region having a critical concentra-
tion of ••'"Pu in it. The k of the entire system was 0.99.
Within the 2% std dev on the calculations, there is no
difference between calculating k for each region separate-
ly and calculating k for the entire incinerator. There is
little neutron transfer between the different regions.
Neutronically. each region appears to be independent.
We are thus justified in treating each region separately.

Figure 7 summarizes the temperature effect on the
incinerator, specifically the drying region. The drying
region has an operating temperature of 1000°C. For the
calculations summarized here, the temperature of this
region was varied from 500 to :500°C. The tem-
peratures of all other regions were held fixed at the
values listed in Table VII. For all temperature calcu-
lations, the drying region had a 2"Pu concentration of
3.0 x 10 ' wt fraction, a critical concentration when the
temperature is IOOO°C. The k of the drying region vaies
from a low of 0.38 + 0.02 for T = 500°C to a high of

O 350 SOO MO 1OOO 1150 1SOO

TEMPERATURE OF DRYING REGION I Cl

Fig. 7.

Variation of k with the temperature of the drying region, which
contained a 3.0 x 10 ' wt fraction of 2"Pu. The curve merely
serves to guide the eye.

1.03 + 0.02 for T = 1500°C. There is a noticeable rise in
k as the temperature rises from 500 to 1000°C. For
temperatures above 1000°C. k is much less sensitive to
changes in temperature. As the temperature rises from
1000 to I500°C. k varies within the 2% std dev on the
calculations. Because the drying region operates at
1000°C. any increase in temperature should produce
only small fluctuations in k. Any decrease in operating
temperature from 1000°C decreases k. These calcu
lations emphasize the need to use correct temperatures
for the different regions of the incinerator and for the
cross section evaluation because of the considerable
Doppler broadening effects on neutron resonances.

H. Secondary Combustion Chamber, Slag Tap, and
Holding Tank

The calculational model of the secondary combustion
chamber, slag tap. and holding tank* is shown in Fig. 8.
The secondary combustion chamber, slag tap. am.
holding tank has cylindrical symmetry. The lower regitri
is surrounded by a 5.08-cm-C-in.-) thick firebrick, which
is surrounded by a 2.54-cm-( I-in.-) thick water j ae^ t .
The compositions of the slag material and '.lie firebrick
were presented in Tables ill and IV, respectively. Figure
9 shows the placement of materials in the secondary
combustion chamber. From Table VIII, the calculated
critical : '"Pu weight fraction in 'he secondary combus
tion chamber, slag tap, and holding tank is between
4.0 x 10 : and 5.0 x 10 :. This is equivalent to a mass
between 450 and 560 kg. :I"Pu. This ""Pu weight
fraction is to be compared with a 2.0 x 10 : critical wt
fraction of :11|Pu in the slag region. The secondary
combustion chamber, slag tap. and holding tank unit
does not have as much moderating material around it as
does the slag (hearth) region. Consequently, the critical
concentration of ;il)Pu in the secondary combustion
chamber, slag tap, and holding tank is greater than that
in the slag region.

I. Tundish

The tundish4 is a parallelepiped with dimensions

426.72 cm ( 168 in.) x 365.76 cm (144 in.) x 213.36 cm

(84 in.) high. The bottom and sides are surrounded by a

60.96cm-(24- in . ) thick firebrick. Surrounding the fire-

brick is a 5.08-cm(2 in . ) thick type 316 stainless steel
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Fig. 8.
Calculational geometry of the secondary combustion
chamber, slag tap, and holding tank. Appropriate dimensions
or important regions are given.
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Fig. 9.
Material regions in the secondary combustion chamber, slag
tap, and holding tank.

jacket. The material in the tundish is identical to that in
the slag region of the incinerator, which was presented in
Table III. Initially, the tundish would be expected to
behave neutronically similar to the slag region and the
secondary combustion chamber, slag tap, and holding
tank. However, the critical 239Pu concentration in the
tundish is an order of magnitude less (see Table VIII).
The critical wt fraction in the tundish is 4.0 x 10~3. This
is equivalent to 370 kg 239Pu. The slag does not have any
efficient neutron moderators in it. The interior of the
tundish appears infinite to the neutrons and thus is not

affected by surrounding material. This is not true of the
slag material near the outside edges of the tundish. The
tundish is surrounded on five sides by firebrick and has
more moderating material around it than does the slag
region of the incinerator or the secondary combustion
chamber. The firebrick surrounding the tundish is thick
enough to moderate and reflect neutrons into the tundish.
These reflected neutrons are of the right energy to fission
the ;"vPu near the edges of the tundish, enhancing the
fission rate and lowering the critical 2-"Pu concentration.

J. Off-Gas Collection Hopper

The off-gas collection hopper' is a 152.4O-cm-(6O in.)
diam, 182.88-cm-(72-in.-) high cylinder. The walls of the
collection hopper are 0.48-cm (0.19-in.-) thick type 316
stainless steel. The composition of material in the
collection hopper was presented in Table VI. The critical
mass of 2™Pu in the collection hopper is calculated to be
50% by weight (see Table VIII). This is equivalent to a
2"*Pu mass of 2140 kg, which initially seemed too large a
mass. However, the material in the collection hopper
does not contain any neutron moderators, and the
collection hopper is not surrounded by neutron mod-
erators. Several secondary calculations were made,
artificially adding hydrogen to the composition. As the
amount of hydrogen was increased, the critical mass of
2"*Pu decreased. When the amount of hydrogen ap-
proached that in the drying or pyrolysis regions, a
Plutonium concentration similar to that in the drying or
pyrolysis regions was calculated.

K. Conclusions from Monte Carlo Studies

If only properly screened input material is processed,
there does not appear to be a serious criticality hazard
for the SPI Facility. The region having the largest
criticality hazard is the drying region, where the critical
mass of 2"'Pu is 9.3 kg. The next most hazardous critical
region would be the pyrolysis region, which has a critical
mass of about 30 kg 23"Pu. All other regions of the
incinerator and secondary structures have critical masses
greater than 200 kg 2"Pu. Forty-five 208-/ (55-gal.)
drums, each containing 200 g of plutonium. could be put
into the SPI Facility at one time before causing a critical
situation. This assumes that no build-up occurs.

The average plutonium concentration expected in the
SPI Facility is I g piutoniurn per 50 kg waste. This is a wt
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fraction of 2.0 x 10 \ There is no criticality problem in
any region of the SPI Facility for this average waste. The
drying region, which has the lowest critical mass, has a
critical weight fraction that is one hundred times larger
than that of the average waste. Other regions of the SPI
Facility have critical weight fractions two-to-three orders
of magnitude greater than that of the average waste.

However, one simple operation would greatly reduce
any conceivable criticality hazard. A small amount of
B,O, (1.0 x 10 : wt fraction) added to the feed mixture in
the drying region reduces k from 0.99 to 0.24.

The addition of water to the feed material of the
incinerator does not produce any statistically significant
change in k of the drying region. Thermal neutron
counters are expected to have minimal effects on the
neutronics of the incinerator. Likewise, the use of
external nen'.ror absorbers to control k of the incinerator
is not an effect ve technique. Such a technique has about
a 20% maximum effeci on k. To get this effect, either the
water in the water jacket or the firebrick must be
replaced totally with boron. Such changes are not
possible because the water is needed for its cooling
action, and the firebrick is needed for its
thermal insulating properties.

Lumps of plutoniuin. taken as 200 g or less of
21gPuO:. will not pose a criiicality problem. It takes a
large amount of plutonium build-up on the ins'de sur-
fa .cs of the drying and pyrolysis regions to create a
criticality hazard. However, the real criticality hazard
with plutonium buildup develops if the layer of
pfi""r»um fails off the wall into the incinerator. Any

<r> build-up can be monitored bv detectors sur-
. ,'g the .CDI Facility and alarm' sounded long

betore any hazard develops.
The incinerator itself, excluding the tundish: secon

dary combustion chamber, slag tap, and holding tank;
and off-gas collection hopper, has a positive temperature
coefficient. An increase in the temperature of a region
increases k of the region. This increase in k is most
noticeable as the temperature in the drying region
increases from 500 to 1000°C. Above 1000°C. k
appears to level off with increasing temperature. The
temperatures of the plutonium containing regions are
between 1000 and 1500° C. Thus changes in temperature
should not produce large changes in k. For the drying
region, an increase from 1000 to 1500cC changes k by
at most 2%.

II. DIRECT CRJT1CALITY MONITORING

A. Section Summary

We define direct criticality monitoring as the measure-
ment of radiation directly associated with the fissile
material producing the criticality hazard. This is dis-
tinguished from indirect criticality monitoring, which
uses the differences between input and output assays to
infer residual fissile mass in the facility.

We examined both passive and active techniques for
direct monitoring of system criticality, including total
count rate, Feynman Variance, and Rossi-alpha. We
identified, based on the very soft neutron spectrum
emerging from the drying and pyrolysis regions, a
particularly appropriate neutron detector design that can
be used for both passive and active measurements. We
calculated responses for these detection systems for
efficiencies typical of the SPI Facility criticality monitor-
ing geometry and demonstrated with measurements on
several plutonium multiplying systems the feasibility of
this type of monitoring system. If the criticality hazard is
judged to be sufficiently serious in other regions of the
SPI Facility, a similar neutron monitoring system can be
easily installed and operated in those regions.

A passive neutron system should be adequate for
direct criticality monitoring. The passive neutron data
would be analyzed using both the total neutron count
rate and a time-correlated analysis. The former provides
a sensitive, very timely monitor of the system. A
time correlated analysis is used to minimize the in-
terference from neutrons from matrix generated (ct,n)
reactions. An upper limit alarm level can be set using the
total count rate while the time-correlated analysis is used
to determine, with a longer time constant, the actual
system multiplication.

A compact pulsed neutron generator can be in-
corporated into the system. This feature allows both the
system multiplication and the fissile material build-up to
be determined. It is clearly a more complicated system
than the passive system.

B. Passive Neutron System

The MCNP calculations of the SPI Facility in Sec. I
included neutron spectral output in the regions external
to the drying and pyrolysis regions. These calculations
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indicate a very soft neutron spivirui:>. produced primari-

ly by interactions with hydrogen within these regions and

in the water jacket surrounding thei;;. Depending on the

location. 1/3 to I 2 of all neutron* in the potential

detector region are near thermal energies. For this

situation, an appropriate neutron detector is shown in

Fig. 10. This design ci nsists ol ;m "open faced sand-

wich" of 'He proportional counters .ind polyethylene.

The bare portion of the 'Me pin;>i>jt;ona! counters faces

the source and has a calculated efficiency of about 95%

for incident therrnali/ed neutron'.. I he efficiency falls off

rapidly with energy; the enerny .r-'i --lied efficiency for

the calculated drving. .pyrnly sis remi") spectrum \s about

40 50%.

Because the neutron count ra.v is proportional to

detector solid angle, the largest possible solid angle

should be intercepted in the dm,<u pyroly.sis regions. A

2 10% etTective solid angle is pos-hlc . resulting i.. a 4rc

detection efficiency in the range of I >"•<>.

The total passive neutron count r.iie can be used as a

criticality monitor. Historically."' just such a system

was used to monitor the stale of the system criticality in

fast critical assembly research and development work.

The typical SPI Facility waste matrix could produce

I-ig. 10.
Typical set of 'He/piilyeth\lene open laced sandwich neutron
detectors. This configuration is optimized fur a highly mod
erated incident ncutrun spectrum.

(a.n) reactions. If a particular load of waste were to
contain significant amounts of. for example. Be. B. or F
(a very credible possibility"'), then any TRU present can
induce (a.n) reactions. Table IX (from Ref. 1 1) gives the
measured neutron yields for typical TRU alpha particles
incident on various materials with low atomic numbers.

A batch of waste containing modest amounts of
Plutonium combined with significant amounts of Be. B.
or F could give a total neutron count rate that would
appear to signal the presence of a significant .-'ticality
hazard. This would constitute a false aiai. • Tor a
monitoring system based solely on the total neutron
count rate.

Because the very nature of system multiplication
guarantees a large number of time correlated neutrons,
one solution to the false alarm problem produced by
(a.n) neutrons is time correlation measurements. Many
techniques have been devised to accomplish this.1"'1' Of
particular applicability, however, is the Feynman or
Reduced Variance technique.141' This technique has
been developed at LASI in connection with a Nuclear
Emergency Search Team (NEST) requirement tor
portable system multiplication measurement equipment.
A prototype module of such a system is shown in Fig.
11.

From an analysis of the basic physics of a multiplying
system, one can show that14

1*7 (w7 - l )
Y = const.

TABLE IX

THICK TARGET NEUTRON YIELDS
FOR 5.3-MeV ALPHA PARTICLES"

Target Material

Li

Na
Mg
Al
Si
C
F,
B
Be

Observed Neutron Yield/ 10" a

2.60
0.07
1.50
1.40
0.74
0.16
0.11

12.00
24.00
80.00

•'Ref. II.
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rig ii
Iron! panel view of microprocessor hnstd I euiiMnn \ariance
dala collection/'anahsis module.

the detection system. For this source, Y = 0 and t may
be obtained.

In the experimental situation of a mixed (a,n) and
fission source, the following quantity is useful.

Q - ? C2

, - 2
2C i

(3)

A comprehensive study (theoretical and experimental) of
the general problem of mixed (a,n), spontaneous fission
and system multiplication has been completed, and an
initial report is being prepared.'6

As a demonstration of the effectiveness of the Feyn-
man Variance technique to determine system multi-
plication, we completed a series of measurements on
some plutonium samples ranging in mass from about 0.5
to 4.0 kg. The cylindrical counting geometry was similar
to that expected for an implemented neutron detection
system in the SPI Facility around either the pyrolysis or
drying regions. However, no attempt was made to mock
up matrix effects for these measurements. That level of
effort was beyond the scope of this study. These
measurements serve to demonstrate the feasibility of the
technique for plutoniuni masses of a size (as indicated by
our MCNP calculations) that could be expected to result
in significant system multiplication. This method is used
routinely in the LASL NEST effort.

Figure 1 2 shows a plot of the basic experimental data
with the quantity 1 H Y plotted as a function of
plutonium mass. This results in a scatter plot with a

where M is the system multiplication, v is the average
number of prompt neutrons emitted in a neutron induced
fission of the fissile material, and Y is a quantity
generally defined as the "variance to-mean ratio."

Experimentally.

c ? - c 2

Y =
2 C -

T
(2)

where C is the experimentally measured average
counts per random gate. T is the length of the randomly
generated gates. C ; is the second moment of the
observed distribution, and T is a system deadtime. The
system deadtime is measured experimentally by placing a
time-uncorrelated source, such as an (u,n) source, near
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Fig. 12.
Fcynman Variance data (I + Y) obtained Tor a set of
multiplying plutonium samples and plotted as a function of
plulonium mass. Detection system used cylindrical geometry.
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generally increasing trend as a function of increasing
plutonium mass. The reason for the large scatter is that
plutonium mass aJone is not a good indicator of system
multiplication. Some of these samples were spherical,
some were cylindrical, and the sample density and J40Pu
isotopic content varied greatly.

When the same data are plotttd differently (see Pig.
13). a very smooth curve results. Here 1 + Y is plotted as
a function of the quantity Q -=- C4nPu mass. Dividing by
the 24"Pu mass, which was known for all the samples,
normalizes all samples according to the "driving source'
present—240Pu spontaneous fission. If the samples were
nonmultiplying, all would yield the same I + Y value.
The actual system multiplication for each of the samples
used was not determined independently. However, a
MCNP calculation of the largest sample was made and
indicated M 5 3.0 (or k 5 0.67). This corresponds to the
largest I + Y value measured, about 1.9. Using this
value to establish an approximate multiplication for the
low;st 1 + Y value measured leads to an estimate of M 5
1.2 (k 5 0.17).

In Fig. 14, we show the calculated Feynman Variance
quantity Q per fission as a function of system multi-
plication M for the anticipated range of 4ir detection
efficiencies. We would estimate the technique to be
sensitive to k of 0.05-0.10 (M - 1.05-1.1 1).

To determine 1 + Y, we generally acquire data for 106

random (but back to-back) gates. The gate length must
be matched to the detector/SPI Facility dieaway time
Fo ' the SPI Facility monitoring system, we estimate that
T = 1 ms is appropriate. This indicates a 1000-s count
time is needed to acquire a typical set of data. However.

.05 .10 .15 .20

Q + J40Pu MASS (Kg)

Fig. 13.
Same Feynman Variance dala (I t Y jas shown in Fig. 12
now plotted as a function of Q divided by ;4"Pu mass.

for a fixed . stallation and use as a criticality monitor, a
technique of time averaging would be appropriate. We
have used this iype of analysis successfully in other field
instrumentation but not in the Feynman work. Here one
could use a 1000-s analysis period, for instance, but
update it more frequently. For example, a 1 + Y could be
calculated every 5 or 10 s, with exclusion of the "oldest"
5 or 10 s of data and inclusion of the ""newest" 5 or 10 s
of data. If a significant change in 1 + Y occurs in the 5-
or 10 s period, this would be reflected in the latest 1 + Y
value because a few highly correlated events (neutron
chains) would be weighted very strongly in the 1 + Y
calculation. On the other hand, by retaining a relatively
long total count time, much better counting statistics are
obtained. This avoids the frequent false alarm problem
that is always associated with poor counting statistics.

Another approach would be to set up a combined
"AND" alarm system in which both a high I + Y value
and a high total count rate are required before an alarm
is sounded. This AND alarm approach has been used
successfully at LASL. One can be sure that the most
severe operational problem associated with a criticality
monitor (or any other monitor) will be the false alarm
prob'em. It is beyond the scope of this study to
recommend a more specific solution to this false alarm
problem. We believe, however, that the basic sensitivity

2 3

MULTIPLICATION M

Hg. 14.

Calculated Fejnman Variance quantity 10 per fission) as a
function of system multiplication. The 4;: detection efficiencies
(0.01. 0.02, 0.0.?) are in the expected range for the SPI
criticalit) monitoring system.
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i.-. well in hand with the 'He/polyethylene open-faced
sandwich detectors and that some combination of total
count rate and time-correlated (Feynman Variance)
analysis will be sufficient. The analysis procedures are
available at LASL and appropriate hardware exists.
These are discussed in the references cited above.1*' "

C. Active Neutron System

II the passive neutron criticality monitor cannot
pro\ ide a rapid enough response lime, a pulsed active
swem might be required. Pulsed neutron sources based
on the D ' T reaction are commercially available'" and
'ia\e been used for various safeguards and activation
anaKsis purposes. When the neutron correlation meth
ods are reduced to their essence (Rossi alpha. Feynman
Varuncel. one finds that the pulsed neutron theory is
iden'.ical to that used for a passive analysis. One
measures \anous features of neutron multiplying chains.
.uid it matters little if the initiating event occurs sponta
neousls or h induced.

The Rossi alpha measurement generally involves
measuring the prompt dieaway time of a multiplying
assemhlv The 'He polyethylene open faced sandwich
neutron detectors discussed above are capable of
monitoring the prompt dieaway time and could be used
in .m .u"H\e pulsed mode. Fast recovery electronics are
available (currently in use at LASL and elsewhere) for
these detectors so that they can be operated in the
presence of an interrogating pulsed source. One needs to
keep open the active neutron option. A pulsed neutron
generator oi more thai: adequate neutron output (1 x lO*
[i pulse. KM) pps pulse rate) is currently available.' This
s\siem is quite small. It was designed to fit down small
diameter boreholes for the oil well and uranium pros
pectmg industries. Thus, it could be installed at the SPI
E acility around the pyrolysis or drying region without
occupying much space. Indeed, it is only slightly larger
than a single 'He proportional counter.

III. DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN FISSILE AND
FERTILE MATERIALS IN NUCLEAR WASTE AT
ALL STAGES

A. Section Summary

Fissile material is best distinguished from fertile mate-
rial by using assay techniques that are fissile specific. In

this regard, techniques based on thermal neutron induced
fission provide the solution. Such techniques specifically
measure M 'U. ;1"Pu. ;4 'Pu. and other fissile isotopes,
while giving no response for the common fertile isotopes.
such as -'"U. Techniques based on thermal neutron
fission and directed specifically to measurements in
typical waste matrices'" '* are currency under develop
ment. One or more of these active neutron techniques
should suffice to determine the fissile material content in
the variety of wastes the SP! Facility is likely to
encounter. These techniques can probably be developed
to handle any particularly difficult matrix (such as
sludges or concrete) in the leadtime available before the
SPI Facility is scheduled to be operational.

As an adjunct to thermal neutron interrogation tech
mques. passive neutron coincidence methods can be used
to quantify plutonium content in waste of reasonably
well characterized plutonium isotopic content, such ae is
the case for the bulk of the waste scheduled for
processing in the SPI Facility. Photofission techniques
are not easily applied to the general fissile assay problem.
If unknown and significant amounts of ;H. ''Be. " C . r O .
'"U. : ' T h . or other isotopes that have low (y.n)

thresholds or significant photofission yields art mixed in
the waste, phoiofission techniques may indicate false
positive fissile assay amounts. In some very dense
matrices, however, photofission techniques may be
needed. The assay problem is strongly matrix dependent.
Continuing research and development efforts in this field
will likely provide adequate solutions in the next few
years.

B. Active Thermal Neutron Fission Techniques

The nuclear safeguards groups at LASL have de
veloped1" a :>;Cf neutron source, thermal neutron in
duced fission technique that is currently being speciaJized
for use with 208 I containers of high density nuclear
waste. The technique, known as the " ; ' : Cf Shuffler."
consists of moving a strong (10" 10'" n/s) 2"Cf neutron
source into an interrogation cavity to induce fission
reactions in any fissile material present and then remov-
ing it to a storage shield during a count cycle. Highly
efficient 'He neutron counters are used to count delayed
neutrons from the induced fissions during this part of the
cycle. In test bed measurements at LASL using a 4.6
x 10" n s :<:Cf source, a 3o-detection limit (for a 700-s
total irradiation/count period) of about 67 mg of 2"Pu
was determined. In scaled-up designs of this system
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using a 10-25 times stronger ;!2Cf source and a more
efficient detection system, plutonium assay detection
limits of about 4 mg have been projected." A conceptual
design of the :?2Cf Shuffler is shown in Fig. 15.

The LASL F.G&G/Santa Barbara waste assay work
ers are developing techniques based, in part, on neutron
irradiation using a pulsed photoneutnti source." A pulse
of photoneutrons is thermalized and Uied to irradiate a
waste container around which is placed a 4n solid angle
neutron detector. Following the irradiation, delayed
neutrons from the induced fission reactions are counted.
In a prototype 2087 barrel-size detection system, a
.la detection limit of a few milligrams of 231*Pu or *"U
has been obtained in a typical few 100's of seconds
irradiation with photoneutrons produced by 10 to
18 MeV bremsstrahlung.

A technique1 originally developed for use in the
Hnrichment Plant Safeguards Program at LASL is now
under development for use 'n the Waste Management
Program. This technique, called the "Differential
Dieaway Technique (DDT)," uses pulses from a 14 MeV
neutron generator as a source of ultimately thermalized
neutrons. The generator is placed within a graphite lined
interrogation cavity (see Fig. 16). which is backed with

polyethylene for additional neutron moderation, re
flection, and personnel shielding. External to the graphite
layer, but inside the bulk polyethylene layer, are
fast dieaway moderated jHe neutron detectors. The
neutronic properties of this system are shown in Fig. 17.
which shows the thermalized neutron time history pro-
duced by a pulse irom the neutron generator in (a) the
external neutron detector, and (b) the interrogation
cavity with a 208 i barrel full of p = 1.0 g/cm' sand and
vermiculite (SiO,l.

The original pulse of neutrons dies out rapidly in the
external detector with no measureable response left after
0.4 to 0.5 ms. On the other hand, thermal neutrons
dieaway in the interrogation cavity with a half-life of
about 0.76 ms. (A lining of cadmium and boron neutron
shielding totally isolates thermal neutrons from the
external detector.) Thus, the interrogation pulse lasts a
long time in the interrogation cavity and can induce
thermal neutron fissions in any fissile material present in
the waste barrel. Prompt fission neutrons (hard spec
trum) from such reactions then propagate to the external
detector where they are recorded.

Figure 18 shows the measured response for a 200-s
interrogation period for samples of varying : J 'U mass

Fig. 15.
Conceptual design of 208-/ barrel s i « 'X'f Shuffler System.
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Pulsed neutron dieanav lime data fur |a| cmcrnal deleclor and
(b) interrogation cavils.

placed within the sand vermiculite filled barrel. A linear
response as a function of ;1*U mass was observed, with
an indicated 3o detection limit of about 3-5 mg 2J'U for
this prototype system. Additional studies2" have shown a
uniform (to + 10%) interrogation flux profile throughout
the volume of the barrel as well. In other words, this
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Hg. IK.
|- \perimenl»l response ( KMI s data collection timesl of dif
ferrntial dieawa\ iechniquc prt^olvr* svstcm as a function ot

'. muss.

technique shows great promise for the assay of fissile
matenaJ in lou level, high densit> wastes

Matrices consisting of high hydrogen density sludges
or concrete will undoubtedly pose technical problems lor
some or all of the three techniques discussed abo\e
Potential corrections to the analysis of this type of data
do exist. II the matrix is known, standards or other
techniques can be used to correct the analysis for the
influence of the matrix. In particular, the DDT method
involves ihe use of an interrogating flux monitor within
the interrogation cavity.1 Measurements done to date-
indicate lhat as the interrogating flux is absorbed or
attenuated b> vva.sie matrix, the thermal neutron flux
throughout the cavity is proportionately reduced. Thus,
bv simplv dividing the external detector response b\ the
internal cavity flux monitor, one effectively obtains an
assay lhat compensates for matrix effects.

C. Passive Neutron Assay Techniques

The Nuclear Safeguards Program'"'1' has long made
extens ve use of passive neutron coincidence techniques
to quantify •4"Pu content in a great variety of applica
tions. With a known :4"Pu isotopic ratio for the material
being assayed, a complete total plutonium mass is simply
calculated. For the proposed use of the SPI Facility.'"
the vast majority of the fissile content of the waste to be
processed will consist of weapons grade plutonium
(5 6% •4"Pul. In this situation, passive neutron coin
cidence counting techniques may play a large role.

.A »d) designed" 208 t barrel size passive neutron
coincidence counting system is in the final design stage at



LASL. With it (when the system is properl> -welded
from the cosmic ray background), one can obtain a
plutonium assay sensitivity of about 100 mg for 5 6%
4 'Pu content material in a 300-s assay.

In addition, work is progressing on a crate size passive
coincidence detector at LASL.;' When completed and
accompanied with appropriate cosmic ray shielding, this
detection system will have the capability of assaying
121.92 cm (48-in.i x 121.92 cm (48-in.) x 2I3.36-cm
(84 in. i crates to an assay sensitivity of about 50 100 mg
plutonium (5 6% :4"Pu content) in a 1000 s assay period.
Depending on the physical size of the waste containers at
the SPI Facility, one or the other of these passive
svstems mav be useful.

D. SPI Facility Input Screening

Waste screening will prevent many potential criticality
problems. We recommend that it be based on assay
measurements done before the waste enters the final
process stream in the SP! Facility. We also recommend
that such screening use the pulsed neutron generator
DDT system. No matter what size the waste containers
are. an applicable DDT system will be available within a
few years.

This preliminary screening would sort waste into the
broad categories of 11) average TRU content, waste that
has an acceptable fissile content; (2| low TRU content.
waMe that is essentially fissile free (to be regarded as an
asset and kept separate for blending purposes): and (3)
high TRU content, waste that has an unacceptable high
fissile content.

At this point the high TRU content waste fraction
should be subjected to a detailed fissile lump analysis,
which may be obtainable with a spatially sensitive
passive neutron measurement proposed as part of the
large crate size passive neutron detector.'1 An x-ray
analysis combined with one of the passive and/or active
neutron measurements should also reveal the presence of
a fissile lump. If a package containing a high TRU
content contains a fissile lump, special handling and
disposal is required. Under no circumstances should a
lump (>200 g of fissile material in a single piece) be
allowed to enter the SPI Facility. The potential for
criticality. even with the preventative measure of B,O,

poisoning, is too great to think of processing it routinely
through the siagger. The sudden introduction of a large
lump could result in a very rapidly developing cnucality
hazard. It is an anomaly and must be processed separate

ly.
If the high TRL' package does not contain lumps o!

significant mass, then the package can be blended with
the appropriate volume of the low TRU fraction to
generate an acceptable average TRU mix that can then
be introduced safely into the SPI Facility.

The preliminary screening phase is not a high quality
assay measurement: -50 100% quality is adequate.
This can be done very rapidly (• 100 s for package-- up
to and including crate size) and need not introduce ar.y
significant time delays in the overall processing. A more
accurate (better geometry, better matrix compensation,
etc.I assay measurement for the input output considera
tions is best done with the final blended SPI Facility
input material.

IV. ASSAY OF PRODUCT SLAG CASTINGS

If 1.0 \ 10 ' wt fraction of B.O, is added to the SPI
Facility waste inpui. a fairly accurate assay of the final
VI.44 cm (3fi m. ) diam \ 30.48 cm I 12 in. I thick, p
2.H 3.0 g cm', slag casting is obtainable by simple totai
neutron counting. I Refer to Table IX.) The known B.O.
content of the slag casting should generate a fairly
constant Bin.n) neutron .,ource on a fixed iiuui.ori po:
alpha particle basis. This is based on the fact :hat thick
target neutron yields are not much different for the
different alpha panicles that exist in the typical TRU
wastes the SPI Facility will be processing (that is. the I .
Pu. and Am isotopes). Thus, the final slag casting
neutron output will be a quantitative indication of us
total TRU content.

If a total fissile content is desired, we recommend an
active neutron measurement. Considering the expected
uniformity of the final product, any of the techniques
discussed earlier could provide this assay. This measure
ment will be the easiest and by far the most accurate of
all the measurements performed at the SPI Facility. We
do not see a need tor slag grab >ample assays. The slag
casting can be more than adequalely assayed with
presently known techniques.



V. CONCLUSIONS. RECOMMENDATIONS, AND
COST ESTIMATES

A. Conclusions

We conclude on the basis of this study that the
proposed SPI Facility will have a minimal cnticalit\
hazard associated with its operation if a three level
cnticality hazard prevention program is implemented
The three le.els of the program are as follows.

1 A prescreening (50 100% accuracy, active neutron
assay) of all incoming wastes is performed before they
enter the SPI Facility processing stream. On the basis of
this prescreening into three broad categories (each
category to cover a factor of 3 10 or greater in fissile
material concentration), only an average fissile concen
(ration waste stream is processed by the SPI Facility. No
significant fissile lumps or high concentration fissile
materials are allowed into the SPI Facility. This prevents
a rapidly developing cnticality hazard under most situ
,'tions.

2. An approximate 1.0 x 10 " vvt fraction of B,O, (or
Lquivaleni neutron poison) mixture is added uniformly to
all waste. This significantly improves the criticaluy safety
while not significantly impacting processing volume or
overall SPI Facility economics.

.' Direct cnticality hazard monitors arc installed
around the drying, pyrolysis. and slag forming regions
and any other structure of the SPI Facility with a
potential criucality hazard. These monitors should be
based on passive neutron counting using an existing
detector design. An adjunct active neutron system can be
provided for monitoring the build up of fissile isotopes.

We feel these three independent cnticality hazard
prevention measures will lower the cnticality hazard to
an acceptably low level At the same time, these three
strategies do not add significantly to the cost or efficien
cy ol the operation of the SPI Facility.

B. Recommendations

F.ach of the three measures recommended requires
more detailed study before actual start up of the SP!
Facility. It is our judgment that the facility parameters
(the size and shape of the drying and pyrolysis regions;
composition of waste: detailed incinerator properties
such as temperature and B,O, distributions expected:

and many other factors I need to be quantified beyond the
present study. The final system will probably be some
what different from ihal used in this study.

C. Cost Estimates

Recommendations of specific instrumentation for the
SPI Facility are based on the current (February 1980)
state of (he art technology and on the authors'
projections of w hat pertinent developments are likely to
occur in (he next few years.

1 The direct cnucality monitors should be based on
'He polyethylene open faced sandwich proportional
counter systems A separate system will be required for
each of the drying, pyrolysis. and slag regions. This is
based on the MCNP calculational results that showed
neutronic decoupling of these regions. Some develop
ment of these systems is required, chiefly, expenmen
tai calculational determination of exact size require
menLs. as well as a more detailed study of the false
alarm optimal sensitivity problem. We estimate that
monitor development costs will be about S?OOk in 1980
dollars. Fquipment costs (these are more uncertain
because exact detector sizes must be determined) for
three separate systems with associated alarming equip
ment will likely he in the S300 S500k range (1980
dollarsl. This cost does not include the price of any SPI
Facility system shutdown equipment. The active neutron
addition discussed in the text would add about S50k to
the cost of each system.

2 For the prescreening phase, we recommend an
active neutron system, specifically, the DDT system
because of its more rapid assay capability. We assume
that this system s development will occur independently
of the SPI Facility needs so that no developmental costs
are included. (If more rapid system development is
required for the SPI Facility, additional funds for this
would be required.) Projected costs for a single large
DDT system | to handle any waste package cf 12 1.92 cm
(48 in.) x 121.92 cm (48 in.) x 213.36 cm (84 in.) or
smaller I will be about $300k. which includes a spare
neutron generator and pulse transformer as well as all
required personnel shielding. (The basic radiation hazard
of this system is not large.) We assume that manual
handling of waste packages with fork lifts or the like can
be used. If fully automated handling is required, addi
uonal costs ujJJ be incurred.
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3. For \ ray and other special measurements required
for the few ""problem" waste packages in the prescreen
ing phase, we recommend a small, low energy electron
hnac. Vanan Associates of Palo Alto. California, pro-
duce, on a commercial basis, such hnacs for medical and
quality control x ray work. A suitable 8 MeV machine
(with pushbutton 6 . 8 . and 10 MeV options) is available
from Varian Associates Ihnatron 2000) for about S300k
on an operational basis. We recommend installing this in
an outbuilding la dirt shielded, large diameter cement
Jrain culvert could be used to greatly reduce costs)
rather than incorporating it into the SPI Facility.

4. A large passive neutron coincidence system may be
desirable as part of the "problem"' waste package
measurements. This could be used to independently
determine plutomum mass and possibly to provide lump
detection and location. Because this system would be
intended for use with relativelv large plutonium masses
i • 10 g Pu). no elaborate cosmic ray shielding is re
quired. We estimate a system cost ino development costs
included) ot about S350k

5 A separate (and smaller) DDT active neutron
astern would be required for final product slag casting
,iss;)>. This s>stem should cost about $200k.

6. For the highlv accurate (5 10% accuracy)
biended waste assay measurement done within the SPI
Pacilnv to provide input output fixMle information (if
required), we recommend a separate, special!) designed
DDT system. For this purpose, special matrix com
pcnsation techniques will probably be required so that a
highly accurate axsav can be obtained. We estimate a
$200 $300k development charge and a final design
svstem cost ot about $3()0k
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APPENDIX
SPi FACILITY GEOMETRY FOR MCNP

The MCNP code requires an explicit description of all
surfaces in the geometrical model. This appendix sup
plies this information for the SPI Facility, excluding all
secondary structures. Figures A I — A 31 are a com
prehensive set showing the incinerator in the yz. xz. and
xy planes. Cuts in the yz plane at important x positions
are shown in Figs. A 1--A 6; cuts in the xz plane at
important y positions are shown in Figs. A 7—A 19;
cuts in the xy plane at important z positions are shown in

Figs. A 20 A 3 I. The small numbers appearing on the

figures are surface numbers as required by M C N P to

describe the geometry. Table A I gives a complete listing
of all the surfaces needed to describe the geometry.
These arc included for completeness and for the reader
who wants to know the details of the geometry. These
surfaces can he interpreted by referring to Ret". 2.



Fig. A-1.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the yt plane at the point x = 0 cm.
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Fig. A 3 .
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the yz plane at the point x = 55
cm.
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Fig. A 2.

View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the yz plane at the point x - 30
cm.
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Fig. A 4.
View of the geometrical model of 'he SP! for the MCNH
calculations. Th's is a cut in the yz plane at the point x 70
cm.
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Fig. A 5.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the yz plane at the point x = 100
cm.
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Fig. A 6.

View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the \i plane at the point x 200
cm.

x
Y • 3 0

Fig. A X.
View of the geometrical model of the SHI for the MC'NP
calculations. This is a cul in the v/ plane at the point y .10
cm.

Fig. A 7.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xz plane al the point y 0 cm.

x

Y =48

Fig. A 9.

View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calcinations. This is a cut in the X7 plane at ihe point y 48
cm.

V.

X

Y-I2I 92 .16

Fig. A 10.

View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xz pla.̂ e a< the point y =
121.92 cm.
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Fig. A l l
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xz plane at the point y
168 91 cm.
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Fig. A 12.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the /.
calculations. This is a cut in the x/ plane at Ihe poinl \
cm.
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f ig . A 13.
View of Ihc geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xz plane at the point y
215.90 cm.

Fig. A 14
View of ihe geometrical model of ih<- SPI for the MCN1'
calculations. This is a cut in ihc w plane at the point y
230.62 cm.
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Fig. A 15.
View of (he geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xz plane at the point v
235.52 cm.
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Fig. A 16.

View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in [he xy plane at the point y
284..17 c;n.

Fig. A 17.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xi plane at the point y .100
cm.
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Fig. A 18.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xz plane at the point y 330
cm.

Fig. A 19.

View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the X7 plane at the point y 337
cm.

Fig. A 20.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xy plane at the point z =- - 300

Fig. A 21.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xy pline at the point z - 16
cm.
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Fig. A 22.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xy plane at the point z = — 1
cm.

Fig. A 23.

View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the Ml'NP
calculations. This is a cut ui the xy plane at the point z = 0 cm.
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x
Z = 52

Fig. A 24.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xy plane at the point z = 52
cm.

Fig. A 25.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xy plane at the point z - 53.3
cm.
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Fig. A 2b.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xy plane at the point z 71.80
cm.
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Fig. A 27.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xy plane at the -oint / 116
cm.
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Fig. A 28.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xy plane at the point i

116.45 cm.

Fig. A 29.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xy plane at the point ? 160
cm.

Fig. A 30.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xy plane at the point z - 243
cm.

Fig. A 31.
View of the geometrical model of the SPI for the MCNP
calculations. This is a cut in the xy plane at the point z = 300
cm.
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TABLE A I

GEOMETRY OF INCINERATOR

! C/Z 0 121.92 81.28

2 C/Z 0 121.92 73.66

3 C/Z 0 261.62 68.58

4 C/Z 0 261.62 66.04

5 C/Z 0 261.62 60.96

6 C/Z 0 168.91 168.91

7 K/Z 0 121.92 365.9605263 0.3638I96019E 1

8 K/Z 0 121.92 378.5936842 0.3638196019E1

9 P Z 0

10 P 0 2.30O98O615E 3 8.587376556E-3 1

11 P 0 2.300980615E 3 8.587376556E 3 1.2709765391

12 PO 1.732050806E I 354.6052253

13 P 0 3.36663 1827E 3 5.936280184E 4 1

14 PZ 15.24

15 PY 215.90

16 PZ 116.45

17 FZ 163.83

18 PZ 243.84

19 PZ 612.14

20 PZ 868.68

21 PX 15.24

22 PX 15.24

23 C/Z 0 121.92 121.92

24 PY 284.3710495

25 PY 0

26 PZ -106.68

27 PZ 191.44

28 PZ -282.88

29 PY 337.82

30 PY 193.04

31 C/Z 0 261.62 3000

32 PZ - 100.00

33 SO 13000000

i 4 PZ 335.27
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